make, store & serve
baby food processor
IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS
When using electrical appliances, basic safety precautions should always be followed, including the following:
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Please read ALL instructions carefully before using baby food processor.
To protect against risk of electrical shock, do not immerse the motor unit or other electrical parts in water or
other liquid.
Close supervision is necessary when any appliance is used by or near children.
Unplug from outlet when not in use, before putting on or taking off parts, and before cleaning.
Avoid contacting moving parts.
Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord or plug or after the appliance malfunctions, or is dropped or
damaged in any manner. If within the warranty period, return unit and proof of purchase to DEX Products Inc.
for examination or repair at 840A Eubanks Drive, Vacaville, CA 95688. Call 800-546-1996 if you have any questions.
The use of attachments not recommended or sold by DEX may cause fire, electric shock or injury.
Do not use outdoors.
Do not let cord hang over edge of table or counter.
Do not let cord contact hot surface, including the stove.
Keep hands and utensils away from the cutting blade while processing food to reduce the risk of severe injury
to persons or damage to the processor. A spatula may be used but only when the processor is not running. Do
not use sharp objects or utensils inside the chopper bowl. Sharp objects will scratch and damage the surface of
the mixing bowl.
Double-blade knife is sharp. Handle carefully. Do not attempt to remove or replace knife blades.
To reduce the risk of injury, never place cutting blade on base without first putting bowl properly in place.
Be certain blade assembly is securely locked in place before operating the unit.
Do not attempt to start the motor without the mixing bowl and blade assembly securely in place.
The appliance is intended for processing small quantities of food for immediate consumption, and is especially
recommended for preparing baby food. The appliance is not intended to prepare large quantities of food at one time.
This unit has a polarized plug (one blade is wider than the other) as a safety feature. This plug will fit in a
polarized outlet only one way. If the plug does not fit fully in the outlet, reverse the plug. If it still does not fit,
contact a qualified electrician. Do not attempt to defeat this safety feature.
Do not place on or near a hot gas or electric burner or in a heated oven.
Do not use unit for other than intended use.
This unit is for household use only.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
1) PREPARE TO USE
- Before using your processor for the first time, wash the lids, mixing bowls and blade assembly in warm soapy water.
- Containers and lids are dishwasher safe - top rack only.
- DO NOT CLEAN WITH ABRASIVE CLEANERS OR HARD IMPLEMENTS. Rinse and dry all parts thoroughly.
- Do not immerse motor unit in water. Wipe motor unit with moist cloth.

2) TO USE
- Place the ingredients inside the bowl (Do not overfill). NOTE: Pour a small amount of liquid into bowl before
activating to facilitate smoother blending.
- Screw the blade assembly securely onto the bowl.
- IMPORTANT - RE: GASKET BEFORE EACH USE, insure gasket is firmly inserted into groove located inside the
perimeter of the blade assembly, which surrounds the blade area, to avoid leakage.
- Flip the bowl and blade assembly over and place onto the motor unit. Make sure the three tabs on the bowl fit into
the three recesses in the motor unit.
- Plug the cord into 120V AC outlet.
- Press down on the bowl, and the processor starts up immediately.
a. For fruits and vegetables grind a maximum of 10 seconds.
b. For cooked meat grind a maximum of 15 seconds.
- Press down on the bowl for no more than 30 seconds at a time, followed by a 1 minute cool-down period.
This is important to prevent the motor from overheating. Do not exceed 10 on/off cycles per session.
- Unplug the unit, and wait for the blade to stop completely.
- Remove the bowl and blade assembly from the motor unit, and unscrew the blade assembly from the bowl.
Feed your baby directly out of the mixing bowl or cover the bowl with a storage lid and refrigerate. Do not place
mixing bowls in freezer or microwave.

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
Wash the lids, mixing bowls and blade assembly in warm soapy water. Containers and lids are dishwasher safe TOP RACK ONLY. DO NOT CLEAN WITH ABRASIVE CLEANERS OR HARD IMPLEMENTS. Rinse and dry all
parts thoroughly. DO NOT immerse the motor base in water. Wipe motor base with damp sponge or cloth. Do not
perform any other servicing. Return to DEX if there is a problem and if the unit is within the warranty period.
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